RASIPHAL 2009
TAURUS 2009 ASTROLOGY FORECAST
Obviously, the month of January 2009 would be creating hassles for people born under Taurus
Ascendant. Failure in important ventures would be quite possible. Confidence level would be
very down or over-confidence may lead towards miseries. There may be unhappiness due to
various reasons; physical hardships and a state of uncertainty may prevail.
Career, Incomes and Gains
From 27th of January 2009 to 31st of May 2009 ascendant lord Venus would be going over the Pisces.
This is a very good transit of Venus. Definitely, glamour industry would be blooming. Those who are in
Film Industry would be reaping good benefits. Especially, female actors would be much comfortable than
male actors. Producers may also make good money. Audience may watch a few good movies.
Entertainment is guaranteed in from 27th of January 2009 to 31st of May 2009. Overall, this period would
be dedicated for women power and glamour industry.
During the beginning of the year, Jupiter would be in 9th house, Saturn in 4th house, Sun and Mars would
be going over the 8th house. Obviously, the month of January 2009 would be creating a few hassles for
Taurus born. Failure in important ventures would be quite possible. Confidence level would be very down
or over-confidence may lead towards miseries. There may be unhappiness due to various reasons;
physical hardships and a state of uncertainty may prevail. There may be fear from thieves, powerful
people, poison and weapons. Happiness, wealth and worldly conditions may cause worry. But, from 27th
of January 2009 to 31st of May 2009, situation would be turning in your favor very quickly. Worldly
comforts could get increased, wealth and progress in business is attained.
Love for brothers and friends could increase and help could be attained from friends. Various auspicious
effects would be seen i.e. well being in the family, profits and gain of wealth in business, comforts of
conveyances, marriage and other auspicious functions, increase in the number of vehicles, beneficence of
the authorities, and gain of wealth and reputation will be realized. But the period from 31st of May 2009
to 29th of June 2009 would be a complicated period. You need to avoid launching of new projects.
However, again, you would be enjoying all comforts from 29th of June 2009 to end of the year.
Love, Family and Social Life
Beginning of the year is not favorable for domestic atmosphere as 7th lord Mars is going over the 8th
house along with Sun. 4th house is also afflicted due to transiting Saturn. Hence, a number of troubles

would be there in family. Your relation would be spoiling day by day with your spouse and other family
members. There is needed to go slow in love affairs as you may have enmity with your sweets heart since
of unknown reasons. Those who are unmarried and waiting for their turn, may get good chances for
marriage. The month of March/April/May/June would be encouraging in relation to personal relationships.

Education and Traveling
This is going to be an encouraging year for Taurus born natives, due to favorable transit of planets; you
shall get substantial success not only in academic but also competitive examinations. You are likely to get
scholarship also. You might get curious to learn serious subjects. If you are appearing in some
examination for a job your name might come in waiting list or you might get the job.
Health

Health may be sluggish in this year and as such you need to be careful in this year. Beginning of the year
may not be a very good period for you, especially the month of January 2009 may be a month in which
you need to be careful about your health.

